700+ CONFERENCE DELEGATES
98 SPEAKERS
22,861 UNIQUE PAGE VIEWS OF AUSRAIL2018 APP
15 COUNTRIES REPRESENTED
AUSTRALASIAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

97 EXHIBITING COMPANIES
356 EXHIBITOR STAND STAFF
1017 EXHIBITION VISITORS
1270 NETWORKING DRINKS ATTENDEES
705 GALA DINNER ATTENDEES
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INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT

**Does rail have an image problem?**

**Are there ways you could work flexibly in your role that aren’t currently offered?**

**Do you believe you can innovate from your position?**

**Would you take the opportunity of working across states and companies if it was offered?**

**Would you recommend a job in rail to your friends + family?**

**Would passengers get a better deal if train operations were privately operated?**
AUSRAIL 2018 YOUNG RAIL PROFESSIONAL PITCHING COMPETITION WINNER:
OWEN PLAGENS, ASSET STRATEGY ENGINEER, DOWNER | INTELLIGENT SEATING RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM (ISRS)

2018 ARA FUTURE LEADERS PROGRAM WINNING TEAM:
PROJECT NAME: RAIL M8
TEAM MEMBERS: CHANTELLE SINGLETON, DANIEL RICHTER, MATTHEW BARKER, MELANIE BOWDEN, SIMON DUKE AND YANG LIT PHAY